AWARD-WINNING LOCAL BEERS… LOCAL GIN… WINE… PROSECCO…
St Andrews Brewing Company Beer Box (12 x 330cl can) £40
This beer box contains four of each of the following local ales from
St Andrews Brewing Company
Road Hole Lager - 4.0% - An easy drinking Munich-style lager.
Yippie IPA – 6.0% - A hard-hitting American hopped IPA.
IPA – 3.2% - An easy drinking and fruity session IPA.

St Andrews Brewing Company Beer Gift Box (3 x 330cl can) £10
This beer box contains one of each of the local ales above.

ORIGINAL EDEN.MILL GIN crafted in St Andrews (70cl bottle) £35
The mix of classic gin botanicals and locally foraged sea buckthorn help to give this locally
crafted gin a wonderful honey taste with hints of citrus and exotic fruit.
Serve as a classic G & T with tonic, ice and a wedge of lime or pink grapefruit.

EDEN.MILL LOVE GIN lovingly crafted in St Andrews (50cl bottle) £35
Small batch LOVE GIN is made with exotic ingredients of red rose petals, marshmallow root,
goji berries and hibiscus flowers resulting in a stunning pink colour and a mellow red berry
and citrus flavour.
Serve over ice, topped up with tonic or Prosecco and strawberries or raspberries.

Jean-Luc Colombo Rose (750cl bottle) £15
France. A light, refreshing, dry rosé with abundant yet subtle red fruit characters, dominated
by powerful aromas reminiscent of the Mediterranean scrubland.

Yealands Estate Sauvignon Blanc (750cl bottle) £15
New Zealand. Highly aromatic fruit flavours of blackcurrant leaf and citrus blossom with
a vibrant palate that is pure with an elegant mineral finish.

I Muri Primitivo (750cl bottle) £15
Italy. This wine has a deep ruby red colour with violet reflections. On the nose, it has intense
red berry fruit perfumes. Full-bodied with firm tannins, it is well balanced with lots of ripe
fruit flavours.

Fili Prosecco £20
Italy. The FILI Prosecco presents itself in a bright straw yellow with a fruity bouquet in the
glass. It unfolds the aromas of peaches, pears, green apple and banana.

Champagne - Baron de Marck (750cl bottle) £30
France. A pure, soft champagne with stylish character. Its fruit is fresh and appealing,
bursting with apples and lemons.

ALL AVAILABLE AT RECEPTION DURING YOUR STAY OR
CAN BE BOOKED IN ADVANCE FOR YOUR ARRIVAL

